“MILCOIN CHALLENGE”
Adventure Game/Reality Show Proposal by Michael Winnick
CONCEPT:
In the spirit of “Fort Boyard” meets “Oceans 11”, a team of eight international contestants (4
men and 4 women) – each possessing a unique skill – must complete a variety of physical and
mental challenges around the world to win the ultimate prize…a cache of Milcoins!

THE GAME:
Being the next generation of cryptocurrency, Milcoins are backed by the most reliable of all
assets – real estate. Millions of acres of beautiful, beach front property where some of the
world’s most gorgeous resorts reside. One of these properties houses a vault – a vault protected
by a room of never-before-seen virtual reality “defenses” -- a vault that contains several of the
very limited number of physical Milcoins that were ever created.
With the help of two expert celebrity hosts, our team of contestants’ action-packed mission is to
find the secret vault, defeat the exciting and demanding challenges standing between them and it,
and solve the puzzles allowing them to crack the digital code that opens it. Their mission will
take them through physical dangers, mental obstacles, and finally into the infinite “virtual realm”
– all while a ticking clock counts down the limited time they have to succeed in getting the
Milcoins.
As any commando team knows, it will take all of their combined skills to even have a chance at
success.

THE RULES:
For each challenge the team completes, they will receive an access code number to type into the
Milcoin Vault. When the team finally reaches the Vault, if they have achieved enough of the
code numbers, the Vault will open – and they will be allowed to enter. If they have an
insufficient amount of access numbers, the Vault will still open – but for each number they are
missing, one of the Milcoins waiting for them inside will be “gone.”

THE HOSTS:
Two celebrity and expert hosts guide and judge our contestants as they battle their way through
the various challenges. Introducing the team, explaining the scenarios - and of course
dramatically steering the narrative - our hosts have the experience and expertise to help – and
critique – our contestants in their quest to win the Milcoins.

THE TEAM:
Each episode of competition features an 8 person team – 4 men and 4 women – each from a
different country. Each member of the team will be an expert in a unique skill that will help
them get to – and then crack the code that allows them to “break into” the Milcoin vault. Though
the specific skills will vary from episode to episode, and team to team, such team member
specialties will include:
Martial Arts
Race Car Driving
Equestrian
Sky Diving
Shooting
Archery
Climbing
Deep Sea Diving
Video Gaming
Programming/Hacking
Cryptography
Chess
Swimming
Aerial acrobatics

THE CHALLENGES:
To get to the Milcoin vault, our team of 8 will have to overcome a variety of challenges – on
land, on sea, in the air – and finally in the virtual realm. Each challenge the team completes
brings them closer to the vault. In the vault are eight actual, physical Milcoins – one for each
team member. Depending on the challenge they have to face, the team must use their combined
skills to either work together as a group, or have their team expert in that particular skill
represent them as their “champion.” Though the specific challenges will vary from episode to
episode, some examples the teams will face on their way to the vault will include:
Skydiving – The team must all skydive and land in a certain designated area to reach their next
challenge. Any team members who miss the target area must sit out for the rest of the round.
Scuba diving – The team must dive to a shipwreck and retrieve an item that will reveal an access
code number – and they must do so in a certain amount of time. If the time runs out, a member
of their team must sit out for the rest of the round.
Racing – The team race car driver must win a race through an obstacle course in the designated
time to secure an access code number or be forced to sit out for the rest of the round.

“Firefight” – The team must get through a paintball simulation against an opposing team of
guards to reach an access code number. All members who are “shot” must sit out for the rest of
the round.
“Hand-to-Hand Combat” – The team fighter/martial artist must do battle with an opposing
“fighter guard” to allow his team to win an access code number and move to the next challenge.
If he loses, he must sit out for the rest of the round.
“The Lighthouse” – (A team combination challenge) - A guard must be defeated in a fight by the
“fighter”, the archer then must hit a target that releases a rope, and then the climber must climb
to the top to retrieve an access code number – all before the time runs out.
“Chess Match” – (A team combination challenge) - As one team member must win a game of
speed chess to achieve an access code number, the rest of the team must “defend” him from
various outside attacks and distractions being hurled at him from outside the match.

THE VIRTUAL VAULT ROOM:
When the team finally reaches the “Vault”, they will enter the “Virtual Room”. In this room, the
final challenge will be for the team to battle its way through “virtual reality challenges” – which
can consist of anything and everything – from SciFi to Fantasy to Action to Surreal. Examples
include working their way through a maze while fighting off dragons, racing virtual motorcycles
while fending off racers in post-apocalyptical vehicles, being in the middle of Medieval battle,
flying through space and beyond, swimming their way through the Quantum Realm, and having
to escape from the middle of a Matrix-style environment.

THE STYLE:
Action-packed, suspenseful, exciting, high-tech and boundary pushing, “Milcoin Challenge” is a
next-generation reality game show. Join the adventure!

